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	Pro SQL Server 2012 Integration Services teaches how to take advantage of the powerful extract, transform, and load (ETL) platform included with Microsoft SQL Server 2012. You’ll learn to build scalable, robust, performance-driven enterprise ETL solutions that save time and make money for your company. You'll learn to avoid common ETL development pitfalls and how to extend the power of your ETL solutions to include virtually any possible transformation on data from any conceivable source. SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) facilitates an unprecedented ability to load data from anywhere, perform any type of manipulation on it, and store it to any source. 

	

	Whether you are populating databases, retrieving data from the Web, or performing complex calculations on large data sets, SSIS gives you the tools to get the job done.  And this book gives you the knowledge to take advantage of everything SSIS offers.

	
		Helps you design and develop robust, efficient, scalable ETL solutions
	
		Walks you through using the built-in, stock components
	
		Shows how to programmatically extend the power of SSIS to cover any possible scenario



	What you’ll learn

	
		Create an SSIS package from scratch
	
		Deploy an SSIS package to any environment
	
		Benchmark the performance of SSIS packages using common tools
	
		Optimize SSIS data flows to achieve maximum performance
	
		Use .NET to extend the power of the stock SSIS toolkit
	
		Profile and scrub data during the ETL process



	Who this book is for


	Pro SQL Server 2012 Integration Services is for ETL developers, SQL developers, and database administrators at all levels of experience who want to harness the power of SSIS on SQL Server 2012. Whether you are using SSIS to build small, one-off ETL packages in a small shop, or building enterprise-wide ETL solutions in a Fortune 500 company, this book gives you the information you'll need to build powerful, scalable, and efficient ETL solutions at any level of complexity.
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Microcomputer Quantum MechanicsAdam Hilger, 1986
How sad to learn a language and then to have nothing to say. This is, however, a very common situation in computing. Students learn how to write simple programs, but there is often nothing upon which they can test their new-found skills and no way of building upon their experience by using the computer on real or even realistic problems. Dr...
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Cloud Native Development Patterns and Best Practices: Practical architectural patterns for building modern, distributed cloud-native systemsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn to apply cloud-native patterns and practices to deliver responsive, resilient and message-driven systems with confidence

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand the architectural patterns involved in cloud-native architectures
	
			Minimize risk by evolving your monolithic applications...
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Shark Hunting in Paradise GardenEraserhead Press, 2008

	Flying sharks and robots...More fun than the Bible!


	What would you expect to find if you traveled back in time to the Garden of Eden? Adam and Eve? The tree of knowledge? A wicked serpent? How about some giant fucking flying sharks! That's right, I said sharks. Biblical sharks. Sharks that are bigger than city buses....
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Arch Linux Environment set-up How-ToPackt Publishing, 2012

	Get started with Arch Linux as a blank canvas and build the simple and elegant environment you want


	Overview

	
		Install and configure Arch Linux to set up your optimum environment for building applications
	
		Boot and manage services, add and remove packages
	
		Discover and get to...
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Wireless Communications and Mobile CommerceIRM Press, 2004
Addressing the special issues associated with the emergent technology of mobile commerce, this book collects the writings of 46 m-commerce or wireless communications experts from academia and industry.




Mobile Commerce is an emerging phenomenon based on quickly growing applications of wireless technologies and mobile...
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Integration of Alternative Sources of EnergyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Our goal in writing this book was to discuss the ‘‘electrical side’’ of alternative energy sources. From the beginning, we felt that this approach would be a challenge that would be very difficult to fulfill. Most of the current technical work explores just one or two types of alternative energy sources, but the integration...
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